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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Seventh Day: Sunday, September 24, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 60-20-10-5  33%W, 58%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)BAETYKATY: She has won her last 2 in Louisville for $25K; fires fresh   
(#2)DIAMONDS FOR LEAH: Loves a mile and a sixteenth; in fine fettle 
(#4)ROSE TO GLORY: In the money in 50% of local starts; tighter this time 
(#3)YOOOU DEN: She’s been consistent in 2017; got some needed time off 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-4-3 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)WAR TOM: Gate-to-wire candidate on the hedge stretching out; value   
(#7)BURNSIDE: Half-bro to GSW Mani Bhavan; strong jock/trainer combo 
(#5)NEPTHENE: 2nd behind eventual turf SW Snapper Sinclair on debut 
(#4)KILLEEN: Full-bro to G3 SW Life Imitates Art; dam đ to Street Boss 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-5-4 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)JUSTANOTHERBIRD: Drops in for a dime and capable fresh—gelded   
(#9)ART VANDALEY: Lateral class move off last start; blinkers-on noted 
(#4)POLAR BEAR: Troubled trip on debut; drops, tries dirt and one-turn 
(#10)COOL AMBITION: Back in for a tag; gets reunited with Calvin Borel 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-9-4-10 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)DARK ARDEN: Razor-sharp since the blinkers came off; better on dirt   
(#3)MANHATTAN MISCHIEF: Stakes-placed going 6.5F; very consistent 
(#2)MESOMA: Retained good form off the claim on the rise for Hawley 
(#4)BIG SQUEEZE: Creeps down in class off last 3; distance the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-2-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)ALL DAY TRIP: Regally bred colt will relish two-turns on dirt; 6-1 M.L.   
(#2)FIREBALL SHOT: Cutback is huge; facing better of late in New York 
(#7)TELETAP: Improves in second start off shelf; turf-to-dirt has appeal 
(#4)POWERFUL ALY: Has a license to improve in third start off a layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-7-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)MR. DISCRETIONARY: Good effort in turf debut; like cutback to 8F   
(#2)MINE MY TIME: Bay colt acts like he’ll love two turns; plenty of upside 
(#11)BO TEE: Has good form over uniform courses; wide draw a concern 
(#8)MR. RECIO: $160,000 Scat Daddy colt’s recent breezes are sharp 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-11-8 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)SILVA QUEEN: Bred to handle dirt; first start for a tag for Rivelli barn    
(#8)UNION SILK: Barn hits at a gaudy win clip with debut runners for a tag 
(#5)SERIOUS I CANDY: Drops in for $50K; returns to dirt and gets Lanerie 
(#1)DEAUVILLE MIST: Sneaky good effort on debut; improvement likely 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-5-1 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#2)BUD’S BAYONET: Drops for a dime for the first time; good 2017 form   
(#8)FULL HEART: Well-spotted by Foley for $10K; capable off a layoff  
(#9)THE LAST PROPHET: Won last dirt start for fun; improved off claim 
(#5)RIPPIN RANGER: Slight class drops suits; second start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-9-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#6)CONQUEST BAD UNCLE: She should love the extra sixteenth; overlay   
(#3)DONTMESSWITHJOANNE: Closer needs help up front; exits stakes 
(#2)LA SOLA RANGER: Good effort on Saratoga weeds; likes local course 
(#4)I REMEMBER MAMA: Has a reliable late kick on turf; tries winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-2-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#8)ST. PADRIAG: Won three of last six on “fast” strips; likes Churchill   
(#2)INCLUDE INDYCAT: Bayou invader has won last two by open lengths 
(#6)WATCH MY SMOKE: 14-time winner improved stretching out last time 
(#3)NORTHEAST BOUND: 2-pronged class drop suits; good Churchill form 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-2-6-3 
 
 
 
 
 


